EQB Meeting and Open House:
Public Engagement and Minnesota’s Environment
Wilder Center – Amherst H. Wilder Auditorium
451 Lexington Pkwy N, St Paul, MN 55104
April 10, 2019; 5:30 pm – 7:30 pm
If you need an accommodation for this event (i.e., sign language interpreter, braille, wheelchair
accessibility, etc.), this can be made available upon advance request. This material can be given to you in
different forms, like large print, braille, or on a recording. Please contact EQB staff at least one week
prior to the event at info.EQB@state.mn.us to arrange an accommodation.

Meeting Objectives
• Review Environmental Quality Board’s role, mission, and recent projects
• Consider opportunities for deepening EQB work and engagement
• Provide opportunity for community building with Board members and public

Program
I.

Environmental Quality Board Welcome and Introductions

II.

Environmental Quality Board Overview
Will Seuffert; Executive Director, Environmental Quality Board
EQB staff will present a brief overview of the EQB’s role, mission, strategic plan and recent work.

III.

Reflections on the EQB: Opportunities for Deepening Public Engagement
Daren Nyquist; Director of Consulting, The Improve Group
Anna Claussen; Founder, Voices for Rural Resilience
Mike Harley; Chief Executive Officer, Environmental Initiative
Kathryn Hoffman; Chief Executive Officer, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy
Nicole Rom; Executive Director, Climate Generation: A Will Steger Legacy
Katie Pratt; Director of Communications and Public Engagement, EQB
Panelists will reflect on collaborations with the EQB and consider opportunities to deepen public
engagement and advance environmental work in MN. Organizations represented by panelists
are frequent collaborators with EQB and have provided support as champions and ambassadors
for EBQ work. Collectively, their constituencies cross multiple sectors, span multiple regions, and
include a range of citizen and stakeholder perspectives.
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IV.

Community Building Open House
Audience members are invited to join Board members in an information discussion period to
share experiences, ask questions, and discuss goals for environmental quality in Minnesota.

Materials Included
• Ways to Participate Handout
• EQB 5-Year Strategic Plan
• Executive Order 19-01
• EQB Deepening Civic Engagement, Improve Group Report
• Environmental Quality Board: Monthly Meeting Process
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Ways to Participate
Board meeting purpose
The purpose of EQB monthly meetings is to have regular discussions across state leadership and with
the public about the direction of emerging environmental issues in Minnesota. Monthly meetings work
to advance the strategic goals outlined in EQB’s five year strategic plan.

Public participation opportunities
Thank you for attending the EQB Board meeting. EQB truly values your input and appreciates the
opportunity to build shared understanding. Utilizing multiple formats for participation fosters
meaningful public engagement. Each format has its strengths and weaknesses. The following are ways
the public can participate in monthly EQB meetings.

Ø Public input section of the agenda
The public input period of the Board meeting agenda is a way for the public to contribute their
perspectives to EQB discussions, and for members of the Board and the public to build greater
understanding with one another.
Members of the public wishing to speak during this portion of the agenda fill out a purple
comment form and give the form to EQB staff.
When speaking, members of the public are asked to introduce themselves by stating their name
and organization (if applicable). Please be mindful of others wishing to provide public input and
try to keep your comments concise. Depending on the number of comment forms received, and
to ensure all voices are heard, the Board Chair may decide to set a time limit for each speaker.

Ø Informal discussion
Board meetings frequently include a community building period with refreshments near the
middle of the meeting. This is a time for meeting attendees to talk informally with Board
members and with each other. The community building period enables dialogue that the public
input section does not. It also facilitates getting to know one another which is an important part
of understanding each other’s perspectives. We encourage members of the public to circulate
and meet new faces in the room. Conversations occurring during this section of the meeting are
not included in the formal meeting record.
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Ø Structured activities
Where possible, the public may be given the option to participate in deliberative activities such
as large and small group discussions, prioritization activities, and straw polls as directed by the
facilitator or Board Chair.

Ø Written comment
Members of the public may submit written comments on Board meeting agenda items. Written
comment forms are available at the Board meeting for those attending in person. These will be
included in the minutes section of the next Board packet. Comments can also be emailed to EQB
staff at info.EQB@state.mn.us. Written comments received after the Board packet is posted
online will be included in the subsequent Board packet, up to a limit of two pages per comment.

Ø Other opportunities
EQB welcomes other opportunities to build relationships with the public such as hosting
meetings in partnership with EQB, inviting Citizen Board members to events in their district, and
inviting community members and groups to attend EQB meetings.

Proposing an agenda item
Members of the public can propose agenda items for EQB meetings. To propose an agenda item, please
email EQB staff at info.EQB@state.mn.us with the following information:
1) Name of your organization
2) Contact information for the person(s) EQB should be in touch with, including preferred way of
being contacted
3) Name of agenda item
4) Brief description of the agenda item: why would you like to see this on an EQB agenda and what
content would be discussed?
5) Name and title of possible presenters who would participate (if known)
6) Approximate time requested for the agenda item
(Agenda items typically run between 20-60 minutes including time for discussion. Due to
scheduling limitations, we may not always be able to accommodate the full time requested.)
7) Other organizations beyond your own that might be interested in this discussion (if known)
Upon receiving a request, EQB staff will consult with the Board Chair, Board members, and follow up
with you directly. EQB will make a decision about the request based on alignment with Board goals and
schedule constraints. The EQB Chair sets the agenda for EQB meetings per Minnesota Rule 4405.
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Value of public engagement
The Environmental Quality Board is a unique Minnesota institution that enables monthly discussion
across state agencies and with the public about the direction of emerging environmental issues in
Minnesota. Public engagement is valuable for several reasons:
●

The EQB makes its best decisions when it learns about and considers diverse viewpoints. The
public plays an essential role in bringing forward diverse views. The exchange of ideas and
perspectives between the public and Board members helps to develop the shared
understanding of complex environmental issues that is a prerequisite for successful action.

●

Collaboration among government, diverse stakeholder groups, and the general public is critical
for addressing complex environmental challenges in Minnesota. Public participation at EQB
Board meetings fosters the relationships and trust necessary for successful collaboration, and
for building coalitions for action.

Stay in touch!
Sign up for updates
To receive notifications about EQB monthly meetings and other events and projects, please sign up for
email notices at www.eqb.state.mn.us. EQB also issues a weekly newsletter called The Monitor with
details about environmental review projects happening in Minnesota and other EQB news. You can sign
up for The Monitor at www.eqb.state.mn.us by clicking on the “sign up for email notices” link.

Social media
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook @MNEQB

Contact us
For more information about public engagement opportunities with EQB, questions, or concerns, please
contact:
Giuseppe Tumminello
giuseppe.tumminello@state.mn.us
520 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN, 55155
O: (651) 757-2795
eqb.state.mn.us
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Minnesota
Environmental
Quality Board
5-year strategic plan
What is the EQB?
The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB) is a
forum for leadership and coordination across Minnesota
state agencies on complex, priority environmental issues.
As a public-facing board, the EQB strives to engage
Minnesotans and provide greater access to conversations
regarding the future of our environment.

The board has a responsibility to address issues affecting
our water, land, air, energy, and climate. In addition, the
EQB functions as the coordinating body for Minnesota’s
Environmental Review Program.

The EQB is a forum for
leadership and coordination
across Minnesota state agencies
on priority environmental issues
that are interdisciplinary and
cross-jurisdictional.
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EQB
Met
Council

DEED

Ag
Admin

Commerce

The EQB is
composed of state
agency leaders
and citizens from
around the state.
All members have
an equal vote.

In carrying out its role, the EQB joins with individual
Minnesotans, communities, and public and private
organizations in working towards our shared
environmental goal: healthy and sustainable
environmental quality that supports public
health, economic vitality, societal quality of life,
and sustained natural resources. The EQB’s unique
contribution to this goal is the ability to bring multiple
state agencies and the public together to advance
interdisciplinary discussions.

The EQB’s mission is to enhance Minnesota’s
environmental quality for current and future
generations by leading interagency work
to advance meaningful public engagement
and facilitate informed decision-making on
critical environmental issues.
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EQB’s 5-year
strategic plan

Purpose: To provide a broad framework to guide the board’s action
and decision-making for the next 5 years. The plan identifies 6 priority
results and possible strategies to achieve them, but is flexible enough to
accommodate emerging issues and shifting priorities.

Where we’re headed
1.

2.

3.

The EQB fosters innovative
policy development that
balances Minnesotans’
environmental quality,
public health, economic
vitality, equity, societal
quality of life, and
sustained natural
resources.

4.

5.
The EQB provides
leadership on priority
emerging environmental
issues, by identifiying
emerging issues, convening
conversations, and
deliberating policy issues.

6.
The EQB’s
environmental review
process is transparent,
accountable, efficient,
and creates/sustains a
healthy environment
and strong economy for
Minnesota.

Minnesotans are engaged
in policy conversations
and diverse/
underrepresented
groups are actively
included and considered
in policy development.

The EQB is a trusted
partner with state
agencies in the
collaborative work of
enhancing Minnesota’s
long-term environmental
quality.

The EQB provides support
to local governments
on environmental review
and the implementation of
environmental policies and
programs.

Contact
Env.Review@state.mn.us
651-757-2873

www.eqb.state.mn.us
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Executive Order 19-01; Rescinding Executive Order 16-01
Establishing the One Minnesota Council on Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity
I, Tim Walz, Governor of the State of Minnesota, by the authority vested in me by the
Constitution and applicable statutes, issue the following Executive Order:
In Minnesota, we know we are all better off together.
Our State must be a leader in ensuring that everyone has an opportunity to thrive. Disparities in
Minnesota, including those based on race, geography, and economic status, keep our entire state
from reaching its full potential. As long as inequities impact Minnesotans’ ability to be
successful, we have work to do. Our state will recognize its full potential when all Minnesotans
are provided the opportunity to lead healthy, fulfilled lives.
Diversity, inclusion, and equity are therefore essential core values and top priorities to achieve
One Minnesota.
For these reasons, I order that:
1. The One Minnesota Council on Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity (“Council”) be
established.
2. The Governor will serve as the Chair of the Council.
3. The Chief Inclusion Officer will serve as the Chair of the Council on behalf of the
Governor.
4. The Governor’s Deputy Chief of Staff for Public Engagement and Outreach will
serve as the Vice Chair of the Council.
5. The Council will be comprised of Commissioners from Cabinet Agencies as selected
by the Governor.
6. The Council will invite participation by members of the public to ensure that voices
from the community are included.

1
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7. The Council should involve all of the Commissioners that comprise the Governor’s
Cabinet in its work, as their visible strong leadership is critical to establishing and
achieving the Council’s diversity, inclusion, and equity goals.
8. In consultation with State agencies, boards, and commissions, as well as external
partners across Minnesota, the Council will establish goals and work collaboratively
to address diversity, inclusion, and equity in State government practices, including
recruiting; retaining and promoting state employees; state government contracting;
and civic engagement.
9. The Council will work in consultation with State agencies, boards, and commissions,
as well as external partners, to design, create, and implement effective, inclusive, and
equitable practices for the State to address disparities and inequities in our
community.
10. The Council will develop a long-range plan to identify barriers to success, metrics for
measuring progress, and recommendations to achieve the Council’s goals.
11. The Council may establish committees as necessary to advance its work.
12. The Council will prepare a report to the Governor and the Legislature on an annual
basis. The report will provide an update on the status of the above activities.
13. Executive Order 16-01 is rescinded.
This Executive Order is effective fifteen days after publication in the State Register and filing
with the Secretary of State and will remain in effect until rescinded by proper authority or until it
expires in accordance with Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 4.035, subdivision 3.
Signed on January 9, 2019.

2
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Environmental Quality Board:
Deepening Civic Engagement
Background
MDHR Civic Engagement Project

In 2016, the Minnesota Department of Human Rights’ (MDHR) Diversity and Inclusion Council
published its Civic Engagement Plan. This plan is aimed at moving state agencies to “meaningful
engagement,” which is defined as the intentional effort of government to facilitate meaningful dialog
with all members of the public in its work and in the development of policy.

As a next step to implementing the Civic Engagement Plan, MDHR began an effort to develop
evaluation measurements and metrics to assist agencies in their civic engagement work. In 2017,
MDHR released an internal request for proposals to find state agencies that would be interested in
being a pilot in developing these civic engagement measurements and metrics. MDHR selected
three agencies with one being the Environmental Quality Board (EQB).

This report is meant to be a companion document to the final report developed for MDHR, which is
entitled “A Guide to Evaluate Civic Engagement”. The report developed for MDHR outlines a basic
framework for evaluating civic engagement, providing a detailed list of questions, methods, and
metrics to consider. The document in your hands, specifically created for the EQB, outlines
formative design concepts relevant to the EQB’s civic engagement efforts. The two reports,
together, lay out a fairly comprehensive roadmap for the EQB to consider new civic engagement
ideas and evaluate their successes.

Introduction to the EQB

The EQB is a public-facing board comprised of state agency leaders and eight citizen members, one
from each of Minnesota’s congressional districts. The EQB’s mission – to enhance Minnesota’s
environmental quality for current and future generations by leading interagency work to advance
meaningful public engagement and facilitate informed decision-making on critical environmental
issues – guides the board in its responsibility to address issues affecting Minnesota’s water, land, air,
energy, and climate. In addition, the EQB functions as the coordinating body for Minnesota’s
Environmental Review Program.
The EQB is committed to meaningful civic engagement, as reflected in its mission. Furthermore, a
key indicator in the board’s current strategic plan is to measure progress on whether “Minnesotans
are engaged in policy dialogue and diverse perspectives are considered in policy development.”
These factors, combined with the board’s ongoing work to improve their public meetings and
relationships with Minnesotans, drove the EQB to participate in MDHR’s civic engagement
evaluation services opportunity.

Background on the Evaluation

MDHR hired the Improve Group, a program evaluation and research firm in St. Paul, to work with
pilot projects in developing an evaluation framework for civic engagement in the State of
Minnesota. Through this work, the EQB wanted to learn about ways to make board meetings (one of
the EQB’s main civic engagement activities) more engaging and accessible to the public. The EQB
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also wanted to gain a better understanding of its relationship with stakeholders to better engage
with them. In particular, the EQB had a gap of understanding regarding its relationship with
environmental advocacy organizations and public constituencies they represent. To learn more
about these areas, the EQB developed five questions for the evaluation to answer:

1. What can we do to make the board meeting platform engage a wider range of participants
and more diverse perspectives?
2. How do we best message the value/benefits of engaging in the EQB meetings platform?
3. What can be done to use the board meeting platform to create more meaningful dialogue
between state leadership and residents?
4. What unique engagement opportunities could the EQB create in relation to other state
agency platforms?
5. What are the ways that we can best leverage the EQB board meetings and activities to build
momentum around an issue and/or create feedback loops with stakeholders?

Methodology
Data Collection

To answer the five questions for this evaluation, The Improve Group collected data in three ways:
1) a literature review, 2) interviews with key stakeholders, and 3) facilitating a focus group with
key stakeholders.

The literature review took place in August and September 2018 and included peer-reviewed
articles, grey literature, and news articles from entities similar to the EQB. Twenty-three articles
were reviewed; a full list of references is found in Appendix A.

Key stakeholder interviews took place in August 2018. A total of 12 interviews were conducted and
each lasted approximately 60 minutes.

EQB staff identified stakeholders to be invited to participate in interviews. Stakeholders were
representatives from environmental advocacy organizations (i.e. nonprofits) in Minnesota. These
stakeholders were identified because they represent individuals who regularly interact with the
EQB and were familiar with the EQB’s purpose and how the board operates. Due to the resources
and purpose of this pilot project, individuals who did not have experience working with the EQB
were not invited to participate in interviews. Nor did this pilot project target the broader range of
stakeholders that inform the EQB’s work and with whom they regularly interact. 1 The focus group
with key stakeholders took place on October 9, 2018 and had six participants, not including two
EQB staff members.

Analysis and Purpose

Each piece of data collected – literature review, key stakeholder interviews, and the focus group –
were analyzed individually for findings to help answer one or more of the five questions for the
evaluation. Then, all the data sources were combined for overall findings, which will be outlined in
detail in the following section.

Findings from the literature review, key stakeholder interviews, and the focus group were
combined to determine overall themes and findings to answer the questions for the evaluation and
EQB staff met separately with representatives from local government organizations and industry and
business groups as part of their strategic planning process.

1
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create considerations for the EQB as it continues to implement and improve meaningful civic
engagement.

This document is meant to be a high-level planning document to assist the EQB in their own
strategic planning. This document is not meant to be a work plan with specific tasks. Rather, it
outlines some big ideas that could be helpful in ongoing planning.

Findings

Based on data gathered through a literature review, key stakeholder interviews, and a focus group,
the following findings emerged as ways the EQB can make board meetings a more meaningful form
of civic engagement, better engage with stakeholders, and overall improve its civic engagement
work.

Prioritize Open-Ended and Proactive Relationship Building

There is a consensus in the literature that civic engagement should be a continuous process rather
than a project-driven effort. This means that relationship building should be approached as an
ongoing activity rather than a transactional ‘one-and-done’ effort. Focusing on continuity creates
trusting relationships between the agency and communities by building their capacity to engage
meaningfully, reducing the harmful effects of approaching civic engagement as if it were only to
check a box for legal purposes (alienation, mistrust, and disengagement) (Nabatchi & Leighninger,
2015). One way to achieve this continuum is approaching communities proactively, listening to the
issues that concern them, and informing them of possible upcoming projects and its potential
effects (positive and negative).

One of the cases studied during this review portraits an excellent example of the benefits of
continuity. The Wyoming Environmental Quality Council (WEQC) built a strong relationship with
the Powder River Basin Resource Council an entity that represents community members in
Wyoming. Through this relationship, WEQC was able to connect with communities and understand
their concerns about the creation of a coal mine in the region. The agency later ruled against the
mine’s permit until the plan had improved. This decision backfired politically, leaving WEQC facing
defunding from the legislature. Fortunately, the Powder River Basin Resource Council and citizens,
lobbied so strongly in favor of WEQC that the legislature had to reinstate a budget for the entity
(Richards, 2018; Richards, 2018(b)).

Focus group participants discussed the importance of building ongoing relationships with
residents, organizations, and other stakeholders rather than having transactional interactions with
people. This aligns with the continuous approach to civic engagement outlined in the literature. The
importance of relationship building was also found in interviews where participants argued that
proactively building relationships could benefit the agency by engaging a broader range of
stakeholders and creating trust. Interviewees pointed out that some of the communities agencies
would like to engage with have a distrust of government in general. Therefore, going to those
communities, before they ask you to come, can start to build a bridge. The agenda can be as simple
as framing the conversation as an exploratory effort about understanding their particular interests
and concerns. This can build relationships and open the door for ongoing conversations.
“…building those relationships – overburdened communities have a lack of trust
in organizations and maybe especially the government.” – Interview participant
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“Spend time building relationships. No way to be part of a movement without
relationships.” – Interview participant

Engage Stakeholders Using Unconventional Strategies

Overall, literature recommended moving away from conventional strategies of engagement by
removing barriers to access (Bryson, et al. 2013; Nabatchi, & Leighninger. 2015; Leighninger, M.
2017). Some proposed going where your audiences are, even if this means organizing a “meet and
eat" or potluck, as the City of Buckhannon, West Virginia has been doing (Leighninger, M. 2017).
Nabatchi and Leighninger strongly advocate for moving away from what they identify as
conventional engagement strategies like town hall meetings, towards more inclusive and engaging
events. They propose a combination of thin (like social media, smart games, open houses) and thick
engagement techniques (one-on-one meetings, focus groups), arguing that these are more helpful
and less alienating strategies for engagement for both participants and decision makers.

Bryson and co-authors recommend using community sponsors and facilitators for engagement
events (Bryson, et al.2013). Sponsors are typically trusted agencies or organizations that bring
attention and legitimacy to the engagement event, while facilitators are those who structure the
participation processes and minimize conflict. Focus group members and one interviewee also
mentioned the importance of having trained facilitators. They explained that the benefit of having
facilitators is to engage audiences successfully and lead engagement events in a way that has the
best results and experience for both the EQB and meeting participants.
Lean into strong facilitators, champions. Put the trust in them so you don't have
to have so much control. Don't have to know what the outcomes will be and see
the creative solutions that come out … Trust the process.”
– Focus group participant

“Utilize highly trained facilitation when convening diverse interest groups with
pre-requisite caveat that the goal must be the broader public interest in terms of
the environment - check special interest at the door …” – Focus group participant

Interviewees explained that in their work they can engage targeted communities or more diverse
stakeholders when they go to these community groups as opposed to inviting these groups to
established meetings. Focus group participants referred to this as taking a place-based approach
where meetings are held around the state to engage communities. They said this is important for
engaging with racially diverse residents as well as residents in greater Minnesota. Focus group
participants also encouraged the EQB to intentionally focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion work
to reach these communities in a meaningful way. This means reaching to established cultural
organizations to understand their perspectives of the work falling within the EQB purview.
Additionally, interviewees have learned that when they remove common barriers to participation
that people experience (e.g., meeting time, childcare, accessibility, etc.), more people can attend
meetings.
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“Sometimes you have to find out where the people are meeting and go to their
meetings. Communities are holding meetings all the time. Find out from
Chambers of Commerce, religious groups; find out where people are meeting and
get on their agenda.” – Interview participant
“If you want to reach a community, you have to meet them where they are. Has
the Board ever thought about holding meetings in different locations? … Like a
tour of the cities. Ideally, some EQB staff member figuring out something about
the community before they come in.” – Interview participant

“Rolling place-based considerations. Engage early and ongoing in conversations
across the state. Investing the time.” – Focus group participant

Expand Strategic Alignment with Community Networks

Literature, interviewees, and focus group participants suggested there is power in leveraging
community networks to improve relationships, communication, and meaningful engagement
(Bryson, et al.2013). They argue that creating a systemized approach to engaging with community
networks is more efficient and useful than a more casual method.

Interviewees suggested deepening partnerships with environmental nonprofits and other citizenbased organizations, working collaboratively to leverage their networks for a wider communication
platform. While this example was mentioned specifically for disseminating information from the
EQB (e.g. future board meeting topics or engagement opportunities), it may also be an effective for
expanding the information coming into the EQB and developing a broader understating of
community interests/concerns (e.g. the public’s stance on current environmental issues or what
residents see as the most pressing environmental concerns in Minnesota).
“Partner with nonprofits [to develop feedback loops]…Look to the nonprofit
community to help. We want to do that.” – Interview participant

This topic of two-way communication was heavily discussed in the focus group. Representatives
from environmental organizations expressed their desire to partner with the EQB in a variety of
ways, including using organizations’ networks in the community to engage the public with the EQB
and share information between the public and the EQB. Organization representatives pointed out
that while their organizations represent a fairly broad spectrum of the public, the EQB will need to
identify gaps in this public representation and actively reach out to underrepresented communities
to engage. As such, a systematic approach (as opposed to ad hoc or opportunistic) to network
development is needed. Focus group participants discussed the possibility of leveraging resources
between organizations, so there are possibilities to capitalize on should the EQB focus on
developing an appropriate process.
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Leverage the EQB’s Role as an Interagency Convener

Perhaps the most unique role the EQB occupies is that of interagency convener and collaborator.
The EQB has access to multiple agency perspectives and can raise issues across agencies in a way
that very few state entities can. Once the EQB has mapped its constituency and their needs (beyond
environmental issues) it could convene multiple agencies to address overlapping issues and find
ways to collaborate. These associations could increase the interest of the public toward the civic
engagement initiatives, and the agency could gain more leverage by using other agencies’ power
and resources (King County., 2011; Quick, K., 2017).

The opportunity and importance for the EQB to work across agencies was also a finding in
stakeholder interviews. Interviewees recognize that the EQB is uniquely positioned to work across
state agencies to advance environmental initiatives. The agency’s close proximity to the Governor
and the Governor’s Cabinet is a big opportunity to initiate cross-agency work. Interviewees
mentioned this role would be similar to a consultant for other state agencies where the EQB could
convene and collaborate on work that intersects multiple agencies. Interviewees indicated the MN
Pollution Control Agency and Department of Natural Resources are the primary environmental
agencies doing civic engagement work and may be strong partners for cross-agency civic
engagement work. Additionally, there is an opportunity for the EQB to act as an access point for
environmental organizations in the community to reach other state agencies.
“An opportunity to be the agency or entity that effectively works across different
state agencies. Like transportation issues intersect with environmental issues.
Can this be the place for cross cutting big issues to be addressed – where
conversations are facilitated and information is compiled, presented, and shared
to inform decisions that are made at other agencies? … Being the consultant!”
– Interview participant

Clear Communication Around Public Engagement Processes and
Opportunities

Literature recommends that agencies first define how they are valuable to the public, politically and
legally supported, and operationally feasible (Chazdon & Paine., 2014; Moore, H. 1995). Once the
entity completes this step, it can communicate the value of its existence to its stakeholders
(including legislators and citizens) to be able to leverage support and mobilize operational
resources (Chazdon & Paine., 2014). For instance, in the case of civic engagement, the EQB is (or
can be) valuable to the public because it provides access to policy makers, builds relationships
between community members and policy-makers, strengthens social networks relevant to
influencing policy in the future, and works to gain civic engagement skills (Chazdon & Paine., 2014;
Nabatchi & Leighninger 2015; Laurian, L. 2017).

Interviewee’s feedback on the public’s lack of knowledge and understanding about the EQB, its civic
engagement process, and its work evidences the need to define the EQB’s public value. They argue
that a lack of understanding is a barrier for residents to engage with the agency and that
engagement would improve if residents had a better understanding of what the EQB is, what the
environmental review process is, when and how the EQB has influence, and when it does not.
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Interviewees said that at times there is a tension between agencies and citizens due to a lack of
communication about expectations for engagement. Agencies do not get the information they are
seeking from residents because they are not clear about what they are asking of residents and why.
Residents can feel like they are not being heard and agencies do not get the information they need.
This was also discussed in the focus group. Participants shared that to engage stakeholders – both
organizations and individuals – the EQB needs to clarify its civic engagement process, the EQB’s
role, the goal for the current engagement request, what the EQB is asking of stakeholders, and what
the EQB will do with input from stakeholders. Participants also shared being frustrated when there
was not follow-up after they had engaged with the EQB. This frustration can lead to feelings of their
input not being valued and disinterest in future engagement requests.
“Citizens don’t understand what agencies are looking for. Agencies don’t know
what they need from citizens. Be really clear on what is the question they’re
looking to answer.” – Interview participant

“I'm thinking about the CSEO study where you guys did so much on gathering
input, and at the end of the report, it wasn't clear, after all that process, on what
decision-making authority you had, versus the legislature, versus the
commissioners… it felt lost and frustrating for those of us in the advocacy
community to see all this work and then to not see something come out of it.”
– Focus group participant

Be Visionary – Leverage the EQB’s Unique Platform as a ForwardLooking Body

Many interviewees and focus group participants recognized the important leadership role the EQB
can play in working with the public and stakeholders to develop a shared vision for Minnesota’s
environment. They expressed a desire to look beyond immediate policy or project decisions and
discuss where the state is headed over the long-term. Interviewees see an opportunity for the EQB
to be a leader in developing Minnesota’s environmental vision if the agency continuously
communicates how its activities are advancing those goals.

Focus groups participants took this a step further and encouraged the EQB collaborate with
environmental advocacy organizations in creating a long-term vision and goals. They shared that
this would allow their organizations for better alignment of goals and activities across
organizations and government, allowing for a collective approach to strategizing and dedicating
resources.

On November 30, 2018, the EQB staff hosted a follow-up meeting with some focus group
participants to discuss ways to deepen collaboration between the EQB and stakeholders, such as
environmental organizations. The idea of creating a shared vision became a central point in this
conversation as well. Another point that was discussed was that many of the environmental issues
in Minnesota require large-scale systems change to solve. Meeting participants and the EQB staff
shared that the EQB could potentially be a place where the idea and approaches to systems change
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is integrated into Minnesota’s environmental discussions. This large-scale systems change could
also be included in any visioning work the EQB does with the public.
“EQB could be the house where we come up with a longer vision of the state’s
environment and sustainability issues. Laying out some of the bigger vision of
what the administration could do – could be something that would actually excite
people.” – Interview participant
“The thing that would be most helpful, EQB, would be to put every project in the
context of those goals.” – Interview participant

“We're playing the advocates, we're not strategizing together… I got this moment
of being energized where I thought what would it be like if we felt like we could
sit down with Will or with some of the commissioners and say, ‘Here's some
ideas and here's your role and here's our role and they're not the same, obviously
we do different stuff.’ You're an agency or they could be a non-profit group, how
do we work towards this goal that we share, each playing our roles? How do we
strategize when there's even a level of vulnerability there that I think would be
required that doesn't exist today?” – Focus group participant

Considerations for future work

The following considerations are ideas and suggestions for how the EQB can most effectively
improve and deepen its civic engagement work. These considerations were developed and
informed by the data collected for this evaluation. They also attempt to cut across each of the
findings previously highlighted. If implemented, the considerations can then be evaluated by
referring to the MDHR report, “A Guide to Evaluate Civic Engagement”.

1. Complete a stakeholder analysis

A stakeholder analysis typically covers two areas: 1) relationship building within state agencies and
throughout Minnesota and 2) helping to develop an engagement plan for these stakeholders.

A stakeholder analysis generally consists of the following major steps:

1. Define the large categories of stakeholders in the EQB context.
2. Identify potential stakeholders within each of those categories.
3. Identify the potential level of interest each identified stakeholder may have for engaging
with the EQB (low, medium, high).
4. Estimate the influence of each stakeholder’s reach or influence in the EQB context (low,
medium, high).
5. Develop engagement priorities for high interest/high influence stakeholders and work
down the list from there.

Stakeholder analyses help to develop a systematic approach to civic engagement. At the end of the
process, the EQB will have an initial list of potential stakeholders, ordered by interest and influence,
that can then be used as a methodical outreach guide.
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2. Identify roles and responsibilities

After a stakeholder analysis is completed, a next step is to identify the role the EQB is asking each
stakeholder to play in civic engagement work. To partner with community members and
organizations, it is important to understand strengths and assets each stakeholder may have. For
each identified stakeholder, from the stakeholder analysis, determine partnership opportunities for
things such as:
•
•

•
•

Using the stakeholder’s network to communicate information to the public.
Using the stakeholder as a representative of the public to better understand the public’s
opinions and priorities on environmental issues.
Opportunities to identify and develop environmental champions in the community.
The stakeholder’s interest in using the EQB’s network to share information and better
understand other agencies’ work and positions on environmental issues.

This work can be completed as part of the stakeholder analysis or a separate project that is
informed by the stakeholder analysis. As part of ongoing relationship building with stakeholders,
the EQB can have conversations about partnering to better understand the stakeholder’s desire to
have this type of a relationship with the EQB. To have these conversations, it will also be important
for the EQB to understand its own reach and assets, as community stakeholders may want to use
the EQB’s network and strengths as well. During this mapping process, it will also be critical to
identify gaps and communities that are underrepresented by stakeholders and intentionally build
relationships with stakeholders in these areas.

3. Implement unconventional engagement techniques

Literature and the EQB’s focus group participants recommend using unconventional engagement
techniques to strengthen the public’s relationship with the EQB. Some possible ideas gleaned from
focus group and literature review include:
•

•

•

•

•

Using a trained facilitator to lead civic engagement activities and/or the EQB meetings.
Advantages of using a skilled facilitator include assuring all participants can share their
voice, keeping the conversation focused to achieve the purpose of the engagement event,
managing challenging participants, and assuring the engagement event is appropriate and
responsive to the specific needs of the participants.
Making food a central part of the EQB Board meetings. Providing food, especially for
evening meetings, can provide a generally more casual atmosphere for the public to engage
and converse.
Identify the barriers people experience to engagement and work to decrease those barriers.
Ways to overcome barriers may include scheduling engagement events during nonbusiness
days and hours, providing childcare, offering transportation options, and more.
Hold the EQB meetings in different communities around the state. After identifying
stakeholders through the stakeholder analysis process, the EQB could identify prominent
stakeholders in different parts of the state and ask them for help organizing an EQB meeting
in their community. This helps the EQB meet people where they are at and at the same time,
begins to build relationships across the state.
Similarly, the EQB could work with stakeholders throughout the state and ask to participate
in existing community meetings. This would decrease the burden of residents being asked
to attend additional meetings and would model that the EQB sees value in existing
community structures and conversations.
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•

Have an open house where residents and other stakeholders can come to the EQB and talk
to staff in an informal, casual format.

4. Clarify the EQB’s interagency work and public message

Interviewees and focus group participants all spoke to the fact that the EQB occupies a unique place
as an interagency convener and collaborator. These same individuals also said that in the broader
public, there is a general confusion about the EQB’s purpose. Developing some clear and concise
communication materials, like a 1-page visual handout and specific talking points, highlighting the
EQB’s unique ability to convene multiple state agencies may help to clear-up some confusion and
get more people interested in engaging with the EQB.

Additionally, responses from interviewees and focus group participants suggest they would like to
see the EQB do interagency collaborative work; however, the EQB is already actively doing this
work. It would be useful for the EQB communicate with stakeholders about the level of interagency
work the EQB does on an ongoing basis. Then, the EQB can communicate that stakeholders can use
the EQB as an access point to other state agencies on environmental issues.

5. Develop consistent communication tools to clearly
explain/encourage public participation and complete the feedback
loop to participants

Perhaps the largest frustration about the civic engagement process, coming from the literature and
from individuals interviewed for this project, is that government agencies rarely (if ever) clearly
communicate the engagement process and how community input impacted final decision making.
People engage because they want to make something happen. If they are unclear about the impact
of their time, then they simply move on to other things.
Here are three general ideas the EQB can employ to prevent this common frustration:
•

•

•

Identify where the feedback loops break down in the current communication process with
the public and fix them. Generally, if people are interested in something, they want to follow
along. Similarly, if they provide input, they want to know what happened with it. Evaluating
these communication processes – 1. How do people sign-up for updates 2. How do we
communicate back to them in a timely way 3. How often do we communicate back – will
help to identify any weaknesses in the current processes.
Create a 1-page visual document that clearly outlines the EQB’s feedback loops. The
document should lay out the way in which the EQB receives information from the public,
where that information goes, and how it folds into decision making. This document can
serve as an informational tool to explain how the input process works.
o This document should also try to explain how the EQB will follow-up with people,
should they request it, and provide information for how individuals can find more
information or sign-up for regular updates.
Utilize your customer relationship management (CRM) software to its highest capacity.
Through the outreach being conducted from the stakeholder analysis, contact lists will grow
and the EQB’s outreach lists will expand. It will be important to segment these lists in a
meaningful way and your CRM will help.
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6. Consider using public participation to develop/create a vision for
Minnesota

As evidenced by interview and focus group participants, there is a clear appetite for MN residents
wanting to help craft forward-looking visions for state government. Therefore, incorporating a
process into the next round of the EQB public meetings that is focused on developing a vision cocreated with resident input, could be a powerful engagement tool. This process, coupled with
unconventional engagement techniques like informal gatherings at places important to community
members, may also prove to be an effective relationship building strategy as well. This vision can be
regularly incorporated into the EQB board meetings to give context and direction to the meetings
and the EQB’s work.

7. Consider using systems change thinking and methodology to
address environmental issues in Minnesota

The EQB recognizes that many of the environmental issues faced by the EQB and the State of
Minnesota require large-scale systems change for positive change to occur. The EQB could be a
place where systems change thinking and methodology are integrated into visioning processes and
ongoing discussions with the public. One approach to systems change evaluation and methodology
lists the following main steps in systems change:
1. Defining/identifying the elements of the system.
2. Defining/identifying the elements of positive system change.
a. Identifying barriers or factors that restrict the system from working well.
3. Analyzing how system change efforts and activities influence system change results
(Latham, 2014).

The EQB could follow the Center for Evaluation Innovation (Latham, 2014) or another similar
framework to implement systems change thinking and approaches into their civic engagement and
collaborative work.

A critical element to note is that almost all systems change work is done in a collaborative
environment (Latham, 2014). This is because it is rare for one agency or organization to have the
authority, resources, technical capacity, etc. to independently facilitate systems change. Therefore,
the systems change work is dependent on the effectiveness of the collaborative work.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions

1. What’s been your exposure to and interaction with the community/civic engagement work
of the EQB?
2. What aspects of this community/civic engagement work do you think have been working
well? (Prompts: Why, what about it, etc.)
3. What’s your understanding of who comes to the EQB board meetings? How wide of a range
of people are coming? How diverse?
4. What ideas do you have for how to EQB could engage a wider, more diverse range of
people?
5. In your world, what messages would resonate with your stakeholders to get them to come
to meetings?
6. What’s your understanding of how much “meaningful dialogue” between state leadership
and residents is taking place during the EQB meetings?
7. What ideas do you have for how to deepen and increase meaningful dialogue between state
leadership and residents during board meetings?
8. What other state agency platforms are you aware of for civic engagement with
environmental policy and initiatives?
9. What ideas do you have for how EQB could better distinguish itself from and/or
complement these other platforms?
10. One of EQB’s broader goals is to help build momentum around environmental issues. What
ideas do you have for how EQB can be more of an asset within larger movements and
advocacy initiatives (e.g., Consider role and lessons learned from Winona County)?
11. Another one of EQB’s goals is to create feedback loops between government agencies and
residents. What kind of communication structures could be in place for information coming
in to the EQB (e.g., new issues coming up from community, informing agenda items)?
12. And how about vice versa? What ideas do you have for communication structures that could
be in place for information coming out of the EQB to residents and other stakeholders (e.g.,
when EQB is monitoring policy how can they inform the stakeholders of developments)?
13. What would these feedback loops look like in their ideals states?
14. If you were working for EQB, how would you approach the work differently? What different
strategies would you use? (i.e., different from what’s being done now)

My understanding is that you do community/civic engagement in your own work—how do you
know if you were successful? (If familiar with evaluation, what indicators do you use to measure
effectiveness of your community engagement work?)
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Appendix C
Focus Group Questions

Discuss key findings from interviews as full group.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What stands out?
What’s surprising?
What’s to be expected?
Where do you have questions?
What seems most critical to focus on during our time today?

Identify considerations individually or with partner.
Discuss considerations as full group.

1. What considerations are you most excited about?
2. Which are beginning to feel most important?
3. What ideas do you all have for how to make meeting attendees feel their voice has an
impact (given EQB’s context)?
4. What ideas do you have for what EQB can say about its public value?
5. Given the resource mix of the EQB, what stands out as a priority that you would like to see
EQB accomplish over the next year? Where can you see yourself as a partner in pursuing?
6. How can both EQB and stakeholders use the administration transition to create some of this
change?
7. Which considerations need further discussion?
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Environmental Quality Board:
Monthly Meeting Processes
The purpose of this handout is to help Board members participate in the most meaningful way possible
in EQB meetings and activities. Board meetings are one of the primary tools EQB utilizes to fulfill its
mission of engaging both the public and state leaders in enhancing Minnesota’s environmental quality.
For this reason, EQB strives to continually improve our Board processes to ensure that meetings lead to
meaningful engagement and outcomes.
In 2019, EQB Board meeting process will draw from:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EQB Five Year Strategic Plan (completed 2018)
EQB Deepening Civic Engagement Report (completed 2018)
Executive Order 19-01: Establishing the One Minnesota Council on Diversity, Inclusion, and
Equity
Minnesota Rule 4405
Minnesota State Office for Collaboration and Dispute Resolution design and facilitation services
Board member ideas and feedback
Public input

Board meeting purpose
The purpose of EQB monthly meetings is to have regular discussions across state leadership and with
the public about the direction of emerging environmental issues in Minnesota. Monthly meetings work
to advance the strategic goals outlined in EQB’s five year strategic plan.

Agenda setting
Annual agenda setting
EQB holds a retreat each year to discuss goals and agenda items for the year. While these goals are key
to EQB effectiveness, the agenda is also shaped by other sources including emerging challenges that
EQB is directed to address, issues brought forward by Board members, requests from the public for
agenda items, and other sources. At the retreat, the Board also develops a tentative meeting schedule
for the year. This schedule will incorporate recurring meetings the Board holds each year in partnership
with different groups and communities (such as a Youth Voices meeting each fall). In addition to the
annual agenda setting, Board members have the opportunity to add emerging items to the agenda on a
monthly basis.
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Requests from the public for agenda items
Any member of the public can request time on the EQB agenda by emailing staff basic information about
the proposed agenda item. Our updated public engagement materials outline the process for proposing
an agenda item. Upon receiving a request, staff will consult with the Board Chair and make a decision
about the request based on alignment with Board goals and schedule constraints. In some cases, staff
might recommend an alternative process in place of an agenda item such as a small group meeting with
constituents and Board members or a meeting between members of the public and technical staff.
Agenda timeline
Based on the annual work planning, EQB staff compile monthly Board agendas and packets in
consultation with the Chair and Board members. Staff notice the meeting publicly at least 10 calendar
days in advance of the meeting by publishing the agenda to the EQB website and in the EQB Monitor,
and sending a notice out via GovDelivery. EQB staff also email the Board packet directly to Board
members, and mail a hard copy to citizen members.

Meeting Facilitation
The Chair and facilitator work together to lead EQB meetings. Robert's Rules of Order are used for
official business such as approving minutes or making formal decisions. However, the majority of the
Board meeting is an open dialogue facilitated by the Chair and/or facilitator. Members of the public are
not expected to adhere to Robert’s Rules of Order.

Opening the Board meeting
We strive to start each EQB meeting by creating a welcoming atmosphere for everyone in the room.
Typically, the start of the meeting will contain the following elements:
1) Welcome from the Board Chair, including purpose of Board meetings
2) An opening question or activity for Board members
3) Logistical updates from the Executive Director
4) Review meeting agenda and objectives
5) A reminder of the multiple ways that the public can participate in the meeting
6) Communication to the public and Board regarding any outstanding issues

Public participation
Utilizing multiple formats for participation fosters meaningful public engagement. Each format has its
strengths and weaknesses. The ways for the public to participate in the EQB monthly meetings include:
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Public input section of the agenda
The public input period of the Board meeting agenda is a way for the public to contribute their
perspectives to EQB discussions, and for members of the Board and the public to build greater
understanding with one another.
Members of the public wishing to speak during this portion of the agenda fill out a comment form and
give the form to EQB staff. Depending on the number of audience members wishing to make public
comment, and to ensure all voices are heard, the Board Chair may decide set a time limit for each
speaker. Board members are encouraged to give a meaningful response to individual speakers or on the
public input as a whole as time allows.

Informal discussion
Board meetings frequently include a community building period with refreshments near the middle of
the meeting. This is a time for meeting attendees to talk informally with Board members and with each
other. We encourage Board members to circulate, meet new faces in the room, and welcome the public
to the EQB. The community building period enables dialogue that input section does not. It also
facilitates relationships building which is an important part of understanding each other’s perspectives.

Structured activities
Where possible, the public may be given the option to participate in deliberative activities such as large
and small group discussions, prioritization activities, and straw polls as directed by the facilitator or
Board Chair.

Written comment
Members of the public may submit written comments on Board meeting agenda items. Written
comment forms are available at the Board meeting for those attending in person. These will be included
in the minutes section of the next Board packet. Comments can also be emailed to EQB staff at
info.EQB@state.mn.us. Written comments received after the Board packet is posted online will be
included in the subsequent Board packet, up to a limit of two pages per comment.

Other opportunities
EQB welcomes other opportunities to build relationships with the public such as hosting meetings in
partnership with EQB, inviting Citizen Board members to events in their district, and inviting community
members and groups to attend EQB meetings.

Closing the Board meeting
Concluding in an intentional way is a best practice for meetings. It fosters purposeful reflection, shared
understanding, integration of ideas, and clarity about next steps.
We close our meetings with the following elements:
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●

Reflections from Board members

●

A summary from the Executive Director and/or Board members of next steps

●

Short evaluations (for the Board and public)

The Board meeting and beyond: Plans for 2019
As a Board member, you can help shape EQB activities and suggest ways to grow our work. In 2019 we
are planning several new areas of work to strengthen partnerships throughout the state and enhance
our public engagement. We are excited to get your input on these projects and learn about your ideas.

Partnership meetings
Annual meetings in collaboration with EQB constituents are a great way to create ongoing dialogue and
deepen relationships. In October 2018, EQB held an inaugural Youth Voices Board Meeting in
partnership with a team of youth environmental leaders. At the meeting, the Board passed a resolution
to dedicate one meeting per year to youth voices. The second annual Youth Voices meeting is
tentatively planned for the fall of 2019. We would like to extend this model and add additional
partnership meetings focused on environmental justice and on tribal relations to our annual calendar.
EQB staff are in the initial planning stages for these partnership meetings.

Meetings hosted by citizen members in their district
Citizen members represent the needs and interests of citizens in their district, as well as bringing their
own expertise and perspectives to Board discussions. Citizen members are encouraged to host meetings
or informal gatherings with residents in their districts, and we hope that all Citizen members convene at
least one such meeting per calendar year. EQB staff will be developing community meeting guides to aid
Citizen members in hosting conversations with their communities.

Stakeholder analysis
To better understand EQB’s stakeholders and to deepen our engagement and partnerships, EQB staff
will be working with the Office of Collaboration and Dispute Resolution in 2019 to design and implement
a process for stakeholder analysis. Stakeholder analysis was recommended in the 2018 Deepening Civic
Engagement Report as a way to understand the strengths and assets of our stakeholders, determine
new partnership opportunities, and identify gaps and communities that are underrepresented at the
EQB.
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Ideas for meaningful participation as an EQB
member
1) Propose agenda items or an idea for a meeting
As per MN Rule 4405, the Board Chair proposes agendas and these are approved at the
beginning of each EQB meeting. Board members can suggest agenda items or ideas for a
meeting topic area by bringing your idea to the annual EQB retreat, letting EQB staff know your
request, sharing your idea publicly at an EQB meeting, talking directly with the Board Chair or
directing your agency Tech Rep to bring the idea to EQB staff.
2) Direct staff action
You can direct EQB staff and/or agency staff and Tech Reps to take action such as bringing
information forward to the Board for deliberation, coordinating with external groups or agency
staff, or planning an activity or event.
3) Draft a resolution for Board consideration
You can propose a resolution for approval by the Board. If you have a plan for a resolution, it’s
recommended that you communicate it with the Board Chair and Executive Director prior to the
meeting. EQB staff and Tech Reps can be directed to aid in drafting language and formatting the
resolution. An example of a resolution would be to create a formal subcommittee or to adopt or
articulate a policy.
4) Ask questions of your colleagues and be responsive to public comment
EQB is a unique platform in that it consists of commissioners from various agencies and citizen
members from regions throughout the state. Genuine curiosity about the views and interests of
fellow Board members, presenters, and the public can lead to productive conversations. Asking
people to “say more about that” is a good way to gain deeper insight into their perspective. Also
reflecting back what you learned is a helpful way to build understanding.
5) Raise challenging topics
At EQB we strive to create a forum where Board members and the public can have meaningful
conversations on challenging issues. EQB staff and professional facilitators are here to support
you before, during, and after Board meetings to ensure productive discussions.
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6) Invite people in your networks and citizens you interact with to attend an EQB meeting
The public can serve a critical role by providing meaningful input on topics discussed at Board
meetings. Personal invitation is an exceptionally effective way to get members of the public with
diverse views to attend public meetings such as Board meetings.
7) Host meetings with members of the public
Board members can also meet with members of the public outside of the Board meetings. These
meetings provide an opportunity for informal dialogue and building shared understanding. EQB
staff can be available to support some of these efforts.
8) Use social media to highlight EQB meetings
Social media helps get the word out on important Board meetings, events or other topics. While
the EQB has a social media presence, Board members can use their personal or agency social
media to reach audiences not yet connected with EQB. In the past, Board members have
successfully taken advantage of social media to capture and share important moments before,
during, and after Board meetings.
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